Testimonials
“Earlier today I received a Shuzi bracelet to try out. I support the philosophy behind the Shuzi and would
recommend it to anyone who is looking to improve their overall quality of life.”
Dr. Jessica Smiley-Hedrick, D.C. Madisonville, TN
“Initial testing of the Shuzi bracelet appears to show positive results in negating the harmful effects of
electro-magnetic fields.”
Dr. Roger Yates, Old Saybrooke, CT
“I haven’t taken the Shuzi off since I received it. I’ve been in the “body business” since 1965. As a speaker,
writer and guided imagery expert, I travel a lot, present in huge convention centers, use my cell phone all the
time and am at my computer more hours than I care to think about. Since I started wearing the Shuzi (rhymes
with Suzy) I have more energy, greater clarity and less jet lag. It’s going to be my standard Holiday gift this year!
Trust me, it’s good for your body.”
Suzy Prudden Positive Changes Hypnosis, Beverly Hills, CA
“I have been a member and Captain of Team USA, Boxing since 2004 (could also work in that
I am a 4x US Champion). I am always looking for training and recovery tools to help keep my
edge and help me prepare for World Championships this fall in China. I can’t say enough
about my new Titanium Shuzi bracelet (I love how light weight it is and sleek design! I get
compliments all the time). Boxing demands balance, agility and strength for a successful
training program and for victory in the ring. I have been using your Shuzi bracelet for over a
month now, and I can honestly say that it has helped tremendously with all aspects of my
training program. I have even found it beneficial outside the ring helping me get through long
days of training and working and still have the energy and focus in the evening as I work
toward a graduate degree. I recommend it for any athlete looking to improve their performance.
Carrie Barry, USA Olympic Boxer
“My husband has been suffering from a rash on his arms, legs, and chest for over 10 months and has seen 2
doctors, been on 3 different medications and 2 creams—none helping at all. A friend told us that it could be
from EMF since he is always on his cellphone and works constantly between his two laptops and that I should try
the Shuzi bracelet. Although skeptical he tried it and 2 days later the rash was much improved and 4 days later it
was totally gone! Thank you so much.”
Sarah Bellen, Chelmsford MA

Frank Kimmel, 9-Time ARCA Re/Max
Series Champion

“Since I began wearing my Shuzi bracelet my overall general health
has improved. While wearing the bracelet I recently broke the track
record at Springfield Illinois (1 mile dirt track) and captured my first
win of the season in dominating fashion. This is the first pole I have
earned in over 2 years and my first win in exactly a year. Reaction
time reflexes and a determination to succeed is what it takes to
achieve these goals. There is no doubt that the Shuzi bracelet had
some part in my success.”

Kai Cook, Olympic Snowboarder
SBX (Snowboard Cross)

“Dear iHealth, Within an hour of wearing the Shuzi iBand necklace I was
doing some reading. Immediately I noticed that my focus on each letter
being read was very crisp. My ability to maintain focus extended significantly. While working out or training I’ve been wearing the necklace around my
arm. The main thing I’ve noticed while wearing it is the consistent energy
it provides. When I’m on the equipment I feel more aware of my body
position than when I neglect to wear the Shuzi iBand. I feel an obvious
change in my being when wearing the iBand necklace. My energy is up
and flowing while my body feels aligned properly which helps with getting
up in the morning to start the day. Overall, it is a very beneficial product.
Thanks.”

“Muscle response testing indicates definite improvement of nerve and immune Response to the Shuzi Bracelet
that cancels adverse neurological reactions, including but not limited to, allergies.”
The statement from Dr. Frank R. Smith, D.C., Wichita Kansas

Dennis Strickland,
9 time track champion

“I want to thank you for getting me involved with Project Endurance. As you
know being a racecar driver requires a lot of mental / physical endurance and
requires you to be under lot of stress during a race. When I was first introduced to the Shuzi product, I was very skeptical but during the 2008 ARCA
racing season, I was struggling to finish in the top five during the feature
events. After being introduced to Shuzi, I became very consistent with three
consecutive 2nd place finishes that put us 2nd in the championship point
standings for the 2008 season Shuzi has really made the difference for me and
in my driving performance on the ARCA speedway. I am recommending Shuzi
to everybody whether you are an athlete or not for the Shuzi has made a difference for me on the speedway and off. There is no question that Shuzi had
strengthened my resilience and resistance to the effects of stress, increased
my energy and enhanced my mental performance, especially under pressure.
There are now 2 winners in the ARCA Super Late Model series, 9 time track
champion Dennis Strickland and Shuzi.”

“Since I have been wearing Shuzi my drives are longer, my scores have been lower and I am
calmer in pressure situations. It truly works for me!”
Gerry James, PGA Professional - 2005/2006 Long Drive Champion

“In my practice I have muscle tested a client with and without the Shuzi bracelet. The subject tested positively
stronger with the Shuzi bracelet on the wrist.”
Frank Visconti, MH, NC
“The first week I used the Shuzi iBand bracelet I noticed the benefits. We had long days at the
Shell Houston Open because of bad weather. I finished the event stronger than I started, and I
credit Shuzi for keeping my energy and strength high.”
Ted Purdy, PGA Tour Professional and PGA Tournament Winner
“I am commercial diver and an avid martial artist, since wearing my shuzi bracelet I have noticed an increase in
my endurance and mental focus both at work and in my training.”
Juan Barba San Diego, CA

